
TECHNICAL DATA
 

Vineyards:  Rolph, Kiler Grove, Briarwood, Dehaeseleer, Niner
Harvest Dates:  9/6/14 - 10/7/14

Composition:  89% Petite Sirah, 11% Syrah
Alcohol:  15.6%

pH:  3.66
TA:  6.2g/L

Elevage:  22 months in 50% new French oak
Production:  358 cases

2014 Petite Sirah
Paso Robles

2014 was a surprisingly early vintage, with harvest beginning and ending at least 2 
weeks earlier than normal. A combination of both characteristically warm conditions 
and uncharacteristic cool spells throughout the summer and early fall led to wines 
with great balance and excellent freshness. However, yields were low, compounded 
by the 3rd consecutive year of drought. Overall, the vintage gave us the concentration 
as we expect to see in drought years, with the wines showing powerful structures, 
yet balanced with excellent acidity and juiciness.

Each of the vineyard lots were hand picked and sorted three times prior to processing 
into small open top fermentors. Most of the various vineyard lots were 100% 
destemmed, alhtough some lots saw small amounts of stem inclusion from 10-20%. 
The Syrah components were fermented with 40% whole clusters. The fruit was 
chilled to 48F and cold-soaked for 4-8 days, until a spontaneous native fermentation 
began. Delastage was performed for the first 7 days, followed by hand punchdowns 
twice per day over the course of another 3 weeks, totaling 35-40 days of skin contact. 
After pressing, the wine was pressed directly to 300L, 350L and 400L French oak 
puncheons, 50% new. Total elevage was 22 months with no racking. The wine was 
bottled unfiltered in September 2016.

The flagship Petite Sirah is always comprised of selected barrels from all our 
vineyards, each of which bring forth a different element of depth and complexity to 
the final blend. High elevation, limestone-rich vineyards in the Willow Creek and 
Adelaida districts bring dense fruit, concentration, and lively acidity. Siliceous and 
alluvial soils in the Templeton Gap district bring aromatics, savory nuance, and 
powerful tannins. Syrah rounds of the mid-palate and lends spice to the blend. The 
final wine is massive and powerfully built, yet retains an amazingly elegance. The 
nose shows tier-upon-tier of black fruits, framed by black pepper, mocha, anise, 
cedar, soy, and smoke. The palate is surpirsingly fresh, showing melted cherry, 
blackberry, date, and plum, along with more pepper and spice. Bright acid frames the 
long, layered finish. Drink 2018-2030+.
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